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ABSTRACT 

The primary goals of this internship web design and development. Numerous Individual 

programming languages are utilized to create software and web application. Some are 

utilized for frontend and backend structure like HTML5, CSS, Bootstrap system, 

JavaScript, Animated CSS, etc. There is numerous another programming language that is 

making use to make dynamic components of programming or web applications. For 

example-PHP, Java, MySQL, Python and many more, nowadays there are also some 

framework’s that uses vastly. There are some frameworks that are greatly structured 

programming by utilizing Model, View, and Controller. It is additionally called as MVC. 

If we make a web-based application that is significant for us since we can get to it from 

wherever in the world. It is valuable for our everyday life. That is the explanation I pick 

the subject of my report. CMT INTERNATIONAL LTD offers me the chance to get with 

learn of these furthermore. it was an unimaginable experience for me which will help me 

an extraordinary arrangement to build a productive work. This report brings us through 

our software plan and advancement information, of this internship job time won 

experience. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

An internship position is a phase from where I learn a lot of things. This interning 

position gives me an expansive thought regarding the genuine working environment. I 

figured out how to confront genuine activities and how to address them. This information 

will assist me with building an effective vocation in my future. I have secured a lot of 

academic knowledge things from my university, however, I figured out how to carry out 

them, in actuality, from this internship position. I learned a lot about website composition 

and advancement from my university, yet this internship shows me how to execute them, 

all things considered. I figured out how to make a unique site expertly and got numerous 

thoughts regarding website design and development. 

Here, I portrayed website design and development and my activeness from my internship. 

 

1.2 Motivation 

This internship position gives me legitimate thought regarding website design and 

development. Which increment my confidence.  

It allows me to accomplish practical knowledge. It additionally gives me a thought 

regarding genuine ventures.   

I choose CMT international ltd company because it is a well-reputed company. The CEO 

and staff are very friendly and they help me a long way to go. Their appropriate direction 

assists me with thinking about web plans and advancements. 

I accomplished numerous things from this organization. 

 

1.3 Internship Objective 

❖ Development of skills such as teamwork. 

❖ Improved skills in communication. 

❖ Improved professional and technical skill.                                                              

❖ Professional relationships and contacts. 

❖ Additional experience about the organization strategy. 
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1.4 Internship Goals 

❖ Adding information about programming language. 

❖ Improve programming expertise. 

❖ Gain knowledge about HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Php. 

❖ Solve different types of project problems. 

❖ Know about MySQL and bootstraps. 

 

1.5 About CMT International Ltd. 

CMT (CMT International Ltd.) is a privately held Limited organization enrolled under 

the Joint Stock of Bangladesh. It is an international software development company.  

Since its initiation, the organization has gained outstanding headway in creating and 

passing on creative items service and arrangements in the given field. 

Working with a segment of the world's top business. The organization has acquired a 

standing as a supplier of the largest trustworthy programming arrangements. They assist 

customers with improving their errands, drive development, and rapidly adjust to changes 

in business requests.  

 

1.6 Report Layout 

Toward the start, I described the introduction, motivation, object and goals of the 

internship about the organization. After that, I represent the association, item and market 

circumstance and organization’s structure. At that point, I depicted the task that I did in 

my internship. I have additionally attempted to examine how to do another venture after a 

job. I describe the problem that I face to complete the work. 
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Chapter 2 

Organization 

 

2.1 Introduction 

I have secured a lot of academic knowledge things from my university during these 4 

years. I have passed many courses at my university. From these courses, I understand that 

web design & development are very important to me. I gained basic knowledge about 

web design & development from my university. CMT International Limited offer me the 

opportunity to expand my web design and development knowledge. Now I have figured 

out how to solve real-life project. From that point, I have learned HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, 

Js, Php, MySQL. 

Now I can solve problem real-life projects. That is the reason I like to thank my 

university and CMT international Ltd company. 

 

2.2 Product and Market situation 

Day by day the interest in websites or web applications is growing up. If you look at the 

current commercial center about 90% industry should have a site. If you want to be a 

blogger how you can blog without a site?  

So, I need to say in that we care for the current market request we can undoubtedly 

discover the market circumstance of web advancement. Other than that, you should just 

need a domain and hosting for this website. 

host offers both supports. What's more, presently we have around 1000 or more 

customers. So, it is certain that our item and market circumstance is adequate to lead. 
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2.3 Swot Analysis 

 
Table: 2.3 SWOT Analysis 

 

Strengths  

Skilled Workplace  

Website load quickly  

High quality of service  

Customer, centric design. 

Weakness  

Big Cost  

Research needed  

Knowledge of the latest trend  

Confusing structure 

Opportunities  

Strong relationship with suppliers  

Market Development  

New technology to improve user experience 

Positive changes in social factors 

Threats  

Security Site errors,  

Competitive market  

Update browsers 
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2.4 Organizational Structure 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 2.1: Organization structure 
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CHAPTER 3  

Projects and Activities 

 

3.1 Daily project Task and activities 

CMT International Ltd organization offers me the chance to work various sorts of 

activities day by day. Essentially, I work there as a web designer and I made some parts 

(slider) of the site by crude codes. When I make a project.  

Here I describe my everyday work. 

 

3.2 Events and Activities  

Generally, a web designer makes the look, spread out, and includes for a website. The job 

involves a graphical plan just as programming. At the point when a website is created 

successfully. a developer assists with support and increments to the website. 

 

3.3 Project Task and Activities 

I have completed many small projects few of them only for practice design for 

development. now I describe this. 
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Fig: -3.1 PSD to HTML 

 
I am working to create an Html file from the PSD file above. now I will describe my full 

working procedure every day. 

Main Feature: 

 • Based on bootstrap latest version  

• Html, CSS, JS include  

• Easy to customize  

• Valid html5 
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Fig3.2: - Visual _Studio_ Code download and install 

Visual Studio Code Editor makes an environment to run our daily projects. Without 

editor not possible to run any project. It is very easy to download and install. 
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Fig3.3: - Print Hello world 

Create a new project file and setup hlmt5. Link to CSS file and Boostrap5 file. Check to 

work properly print hello world. 
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Fig3.4: - logo and Menu bar  

 

Here I take a part of the menu section and Divide it into two parts. The first part uses the 

company logo and the second part user menu list. I will create for menu list using ul tag. 
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Fig3.5: - Banner Section  

 

This a banner section.  I will divide it into two-part. In the first part, I will use some 

information and another part use image. I will use the information part paragraph(p) tag, 

button tag and heading tag(h1-h6). another part uses an image tag(img). 
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Fig3.6: - Women Section  

 

This women's section. I will use a full section of women's products. For this part design, I 

will use the bootstrap5 card group. 
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Fig3.7: - Man Section  

 

This a man section. I will use a full section of male products. For this part design, I will 

use the bootstrap5 card group. 
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Fig3.8: - About Section 

 

This is an about section. This section has two parts. one part some details with the card. 

The other part uses the purchase image. 

In the first part, I will use boostrap5 card group and in the second part I will use the 

image(img) tag. 
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Fig3.9: - Contact Section 

 

This is a contact section. this section has four parts. In every part, I will use some 

information it helps the user. 

In this section design, I will use bootstrap5 colgroup. and use paragraph (p)tag for write 

information. 
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Fig4.0: - Complete Html Design 
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3.4 Challenges 

It is hard to get familiar with website design and development inside this brief timeframe. 

It is difficult to make something new and interesting. I attempted to determine the issues 

that I meet with my inventiveness. Web designers face numerous challenges during their 

undertaking. I have likewise confronted these troubles. I required to take great 

consideration in this way, that it would look as awesome, similarly as straightforward and 

speed is in the like manner customary. As the innovation refreshing step by step, it is hard 

to work intimately with it. Work at The CMT International Ltd organization with new 

individuals and a current situation is a major test for me. I have secured a lot of 

knowledge things from my university and CMT international Ltd. So, it is additionally 

difficult to memorize all of the things. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPETENCIES & SMART PLAN 

 

4.1 COMPETENCIES EARNED 

To achieve something incredible is anything, not simple work. There is an enormous 

number of the site with good quality. I face them and attempted to plan myself as great as 

possible. As I am a novice, I need to become familiar with a great deal about this field to 

make me more capable. 

 

4.2 My Smart plan 

❖ Learning more about rationales as opposed to just code. 

❖ Comprehend the Application needs, business reasoning, and how to upgrade the 

course of action using code. 

❖ Software Design Patterns and Software life cycles. 

❖ Learned more in CSS, JS, JQUERY assists with taking care of 40% - half 

complex code with no issue on the customer side. 

❖ For complex information base plans and question's, I needed to invest bunches of 

energy to comprehend the practices' of MYSQL. 

The best thing is, to achieve something extraordinary. I need to practice and research 

more. The innovation refreshes day by day. I need to keep myself update with new 

innovations to make due to the opposition of the enormous markets. 

 

4.3 Reflections 

My goal is to be an expert full-stack web developer and I'm trying to hard work on it. 

This part Creating an expert web portfolio that presents material and information Will 

appear at the view manager's point. I'm working Portfolio site. I believe it will be a great 

asset for my future 
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSION & FUTURE CAREER 

 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

I have accumulated a lot of experience and this is an incredible open door for me to finish 

this intern position on "PSD to HTML CSS Conversion at CMT international Ltd. 

When this intern position, my jobs were to website composition (PSD to HTML, CSS 

Transformation), PSD Template makes through Photoshop cs6, PSD Template and there 

I got the opportunity to utilize and carry out numerous sorts of the module in and 

essential web planning information. Generally speaking, I can say that this intern position 

that I'm examining is exceptionally helpful for my website architecture vocation, I have 

taken apart and got opportunities to carry out. 

It assisted me with advancing my working in a programming-based organization and 

finding out about big business moreover.  

Those I will most likely assist in the future in my career. 

 

5.2 SCOPE FOR FUTURE CAREER 

As a fresher, it is exceptionally hard to find a good work. The work area is a lot of 

competition. It is extremely hard to find a new good job without real-life experience. 

internship position allows accumulating experience which assists a fresher with build a 

bright career. 
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Appendix A: Internship Reflection: 

Fundamentally, two choices were in an aspect of me, one is an internship and another is 

projected on anything. I like Internships. Since here I get the knowledge of performing 

real-life work which was exceptionally helpful for me. Since it will assist me with 

learning the work and office administers all the while. I imagine that will assume a 

supportive part in my career later on. That is the reason I preferred CMT International 

Ltd because it is a good quality Software Organization.  That is the reason I have 

arranged to internship position here. I picked web-based improvement to make the 

internship position since it is presently a help that is utilized several frequently. By 

making this, I can feature my work insight throughout the entire world. I accept that by 

the information I have acquired from here I wish to want to work straightforwardly on an 

expert undertaking. At long last, I need to say, I feel fortunate to be working with the 

group and earnestly thank CMT international Ltd for providing me this chance. 
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Appendix B: Company Detail: 

CMT (CMT International Ltd.)  is a software development company that was set up in 

2015. (CMT International Ltd.) is a privately held Limited organization enrolled under 

the Joint Stock of Bangladesh. It is an international software development company. 

Working with a portion of the world's top business. Since its initiation, the organization 

has gained outstanding headway in creating and conveying innovative products services 

& solutions in the given field. CMT gives adaptable sending choices that give customers 

a choice to keep up their associations in the cloud, close by, or both. 
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